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High-Precision Lead Generation 
with Google Ads 




20 years of lead generation success for mid-market companies. 
Forged by MIT and Silicon Valley for precise results, not fluff. 




Increase your ROI and your peace of mind with our:




	Google Ads mastery
	Analytic rigor
	White glove service






Learn More
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Client Testimonials





	
			Andrew and the team at Prometheus have truly acted as an extension of our team, piloting our PPC strategy with a deep understanding of the complexities of our industry. … More These efforts have helped solidify our place in the market as one of the nation's leading distributors of dental supplies and innovative practice management solutions.

			[image: Avatar]
			
				Darby Dental Supply
				★★★★★
			
		
	
			Great experience with working with Andrew, his Google Ads strategy was a key part of being able to scale growth, which enabled us to be able to open up in 2 new … More cities over 4 years. The campaigns contributed to Winning one of Ottawa's Fastest Growing Companies. Thanks again Andrew!

			[image: Avatar]
			
				Matthew Tombs
				★★★★★
			
		
	
			We’d been running Google Ads advertising campaigns for 6 years and had good success gaining new loan clients in a very competitive online market. But then we asked … More Prometheus to take over, and within 4 months they had doubled our conversion rate and tripled our total conversions while cutting our ad spending. This led to a substantial increase in our profitability.  I would highly recommend Andrew
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				Glen Weinberg
				★★★★★
			
		
	
			After working with Andrew for a few months, our software company has not only exponentially decreased its cost per lead on Google Ads (more than 50%), but also significantly … More improved its lead quality.

				I was a Google Ads novice, but thanks to Andrew's expert, patient and fair coaching practices, I am now equipped with the right knowledge to continuously improve our Google Ads lead generation across all components of the campaigns—from the keywords to the ad groups to the landing pages.

				Highly recommend if you're looking for help from an expert to revamp your Google Ads account and get on the right track for success. There's a lot that goes into getting these things right, and Andrew provided a perfectly nuanced approach for our specific needs.
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				Betsy K
				★★★★★
			
		
	
			As a niche B2B, Prometheus PPC was able to quickly understand our position in the market and offer invaluable insights.  The days of a small business trying to run … More an AdWords campaign themselves are gone - the dynamic environment of online marketing demands an equally dynamic expert like Prometheus.
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				David Tisi
				★★★★★
			
		
	
			Prometheus has been a pleasure to work with.  We're thrilled their results and service.  A+!
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				James Pelletier
				★★★★★
			
		


	See All Reviews

	
























Top Markets Served
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Artificial Intelligence
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                                                        Financial Services
                                                        Exceeded all lead and CPA objectives in just 3 months
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                                                        Healthcare
                                                        Increased Google Ads profit by 300%
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                                                        Construction
                                                        Delivered multiple $100,000+ new clients in 1st year
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                                                        Consumer Tech
                                                        Increased ROAS by 89% while ramping ad spend by 2.6x
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                                                        Enterprise SW
                                                        Cut cost per qualified lead by 50% in 3 months
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                                                        Construction
                                                        Doubled ad revenue to over $1M per month
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                                                        Law
                                                        Helped to settle Google Ads infringement case
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                                                        Software & Apps
                                                        Brought $1.4M in new business in first 6 months
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                                                        Real Estate
                                                        Delivered 3x leads at 60% lower cost in 4 months
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                                                        Law
                                                        Hit $20/lead target in highly competitive market
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                                                        Pharma
                                                        Gained consistent leads thru search page dominance
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                                                        Ecommerce
                                                        Grew revenue and ROI for 4 straight quarters



                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                                                                

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    






Google Ads Blog




    
        

            
                

                    
                        


    

        

            
                
                    
                    
                


            
        


        
            
                
                    Can Healthcare Companies Target Competitors in Google Ads?                
            


            
                Healthcare companies are heavily regulated with respect to what they can say in advertisements. Governments apply some of these restrictions, and Google Ads applies even more. Such companies can’t make…
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                    How Much do FinTech Companies Spend on Google Ads?                
            


            
                If you run marketing for a FinTech company, it’s helpful to know how much similar companies spend on Google Ads.  Why?  Maybe they know something you don’t! First, the data….
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                    Advanced Google Ads Strategies for Construction Companies                
            


            
                Prometheus PPC has directed Google Ads strategies for construction companies throughout the U.S. since 2016.  In this post we’ll share 3 advanced Google Ads strategies tailored to the construction industry that we’ve used to successfully maximize revenue and ROI.
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We know we’re small, but our skills are BIG. 





We are a highly analytic team of Google Ads specialists, led by an MIT and Silicon Valley engineer/marketer who works 1:1 with you. 




 If you need better Google Ads lead generation, you’re in the right place.




Learn more about Prometheus PPC







Maximize Your Google Ads Leads
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				Wait a sec...			

		

		

				
			Grab this helpful checklist before you go!

[image: 5 Red Flags Checklist for Google Ads]

5 Red Flags That Mean It’s Time To Get Google Ads Help

Use this 5-point checklist to identify critical areas of wasted spending and wasted opportunity that may indicate it’s time to get expert help.


Get the Checklist 
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Prometheus PPC is a Google Ads specialist agency and Google Partner. We combine precise full-service Google Ads management with exceptional communication and support to maximize your lead generation results.




265 Franklin Suite 1702, Boston, MA 02110




(617) 945-8525
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